




Modifications to BG

 Found story in Holinshed’s Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland-1577

 Telescoped time, manipulated characters, and combined stories

 Changes:

 In 1044, Duncan was only 36 and an inept king while Macbeth was a few years older; in 
Macbeth, Duncan is old and tired in contrast to the vital Macbeth

 Macbeth and Duncan really fought on battlefield; in Macbeth, Macbeth kills him in his own home while he is 
asleep

 Lady Macbeth had no part in the murder; in Macbeth, she urges her husband to kill him

 Macbeth ruled for 17 years and was considered strong and kindly; in Macbeth, he only rules for a short 
time.

 Why the changes?:

 Flatter King James I:  he is Scottish, play built up his ancestors, advocated sacred duty to 
protect king, strengthened his claim to throne

 Portray Shakespeare's own ideologies:  order is essential, distorted human action can distort 
universe- England on fragile ground- civil wars, rebellion and treachery would divide country



Now I’ve Gone and Done It!!!!



1550s -1620s

 Humans had potential for enlightenment and nobility- full of 

opportunity  and meaning- more control over fate.

 Heroes- Renaissance men- skilled in arts, war, wit, wooing, 

eloquence

 Women were on low rung of social ladder- marriages usually 

arranged

 Great Chain of Being- order, harmony, and position- each in 

rightful pace- order disrupted =chaos

 Rulers were God’s agents- to interfere =chaos and consequence

 Ghosts were a matter of philosophical and theological debate-

Protestants did not believe in ghosts- only heaven and hell- only a 

demon could return.  Catholics believed in a purgatory, so a soul 

could return.  King James believed in ghosts and witches.

 See for more:  Some Concepts for Analyzing Renaissance Literature on my 

website.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.longwood.edu/history/Teacher%20Prep/Renaissance/renaissance-head2.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.longwood.edu/history/Teacher%20Prep/Renaissance/Web%20Page.html&usg=__m8y_pxXwJ1VZ67TTJyfJuYNpF_Q=&h=300&w=592&sz=31&hl=en&start=28&itbs=1&tbnid=s9NBKAZyVIihAM:&tbnh=68&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=renaissance&start=18&hl=en&sa=N&gbv=2&ndsp=18&tbs=isch:1


Lady Macbeth -Handmade oil painting reproduction of Ellen Terry as Lady Macbeth, a 
painting by John Singer Sargent.
Who gets this crown anyway????

http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/John-Singer-Sargent/Ellen-Terry-As-Lady-Macbeth.html
http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/John-Singer-Sargent/John-Singer-Sargent-oil-paintings.html


A Dagger! - Lady Macbeth pondering means to get Duncan out of the way.



Motifs and Archetypes

 Death, decay, disease 
 Ghosts
 Blood
 Clothing
 Darkness and light
 Predatory animals
 Equivocation
 Prophecies
 Duty and honor
 Colors
 Weather



Equivocation Connoisseurs 
We will read “England’s Equivocation” by James Shapiro from the playbook of  Royal Shakespeare Company’s Macbeth

production.



The Weird Sisters?  Where are the “chappy” fingers  and the beards?  Maybe this is why Macbeth was “rapt withal”?



Linguistic Features

 Formal vs. informal address-

 Formal ”you” used when inferior speaks 

to superior, business or nobility speak to 

each other, in order to maintain distance

 Informal “thou” used b/w friends, family 

members and to imply closeness

 How Are the forms of address used, by 

whom, and in what context- does address 

change?



Dramatic Conventions

 The soliloquy

 The monologue

 The aside

 The tragedy- any modifications to classic definition?

 The tragic hero

 Ambiguity

 Irony

 Paradox

 Hyperbole

 Apostrophe

 Antithesis

 Figurative language

 Alliteration

 Allusions

 Verse- iambic pentameter

 Prose


